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ADHD

ADHD is a small synth that can produce a wide range of sounds. Create soft chords and drones
to screaming metallic/resonant tones. ADHD uses a combination of simple additive synthesis
(simply stacking six triangle waves) to build sounds then feeds the output into the pitch of one
oscillator that then feeds it’s pitch into a square wave oscillator. Experimentation is the order of
the day.
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1. This is the power input. When the switch is to the right ADHD can be powered with a 9 volt
battery or a 9 volt centre positive wall adaptor. When the switch is to the left a 0 - 5 control
voltage can be used as a power source. Ensure your CV source does not exceed 5 volts
when using the CV input as a higher voltage could damage the instrument.
2. This is ADHD’s mono audio output/Volume control.
3. This switch allows you to route the output of the six triangle wave oscillators. When the
switch is to the left the oscillators are sent directly to the audio out/Volume section. When
to the right they are sent into the pitch input of the two FM oscillators. The 2nd FM
oscillator is then sent to the audio out/volume section.
4. These six rotaries control the volume of each of the six triangle wave oscillators. They can
also have an affect on pitch as they drain over from the other oscillators.
5. These six rotaries control the pitch of each of the six triangle wave oscillators.
6. These two rotaries control the pitch of the two FM oscillators.
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I will be posting video demos and my own personal tracks
where I have used ADHD to my social media channels. I aim to
demonstrate my instruments in the most varied way possible.
ADHD is great for creating interesting drones, chords and,
bass and lead tones. These can then be sampled to play back
in your DAW, through your sampler or to create tape loops
that you could later pitch and run through FX.
ADHD really comes to life when the power is controlled using
a control voltage. Using this method (which is my preferred
method) will allow you to create glitchy or relatively straight
rhythms or musical sequences and passages. Furthermore, if
you use a CV sequencer that can sync to or sync other
instruments ADHD will play right in time with the rest of the
music.
I hope you enjoy this little anti social noise maker!!
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